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NITRILE EXTRA LONG - 400 mm NITRILE LONG - 300 mm

DRACULA

• 25405 NITRILE GLOVES - extra long - blue
Disposable nitrile examination gloves powder-free and latex 
free. The micro textured surface assures a very good grip. 
Suitable in hospital. The 400 mm length and resistance offer 
high level of protection. Packed in dispenser of 50. 
Non sterile. Medical device Class I. PPE cat III. 
EN455-EN374-AQL<1.5

• 25396 NITRILE GLOVES - small - regular blue - box of 100
• 25397 NITRILE GLOVES - medium - regular blue - box of 100
• 25398 NITRILE GLOVES - large - regular blue - box of 100
Disposable nitrile examination gloves powder-free 
and latex-free. The 300 mm length and 5.7 g 
weigth ensure a high level 
of protection. The micro 
textured surface ensures a 
very good grip. 
Suitable for use in hospital.
Medical device. Class I - EN455. 
PPE (Personal Protection 
Equipment) Cat III. 
EN420, EN374, EN388 AQL<1.5

• 25700 DRACULA
Universal holder for gloves 
and tissue boxes, with 
little sharp teeth which 
automatically adjust to 
tightly hold any size of box. 
It's a universal holder that 
allows one-hand operation.
For minimum 500 pcs we can put your 
logo here

• 25941 LATEX FINGER COTS - medium
• 25942 LATEX FINGER COTS - large
Latex fi nger cots to cover 1 fi nger. 
Non sterile, single use, for fi nger 
protection, with talc.

minimum order: 1.000 pcs. (10 bags of 100 pcs.)

Superior protection

NITRILE GLOVES
Disposable nitrile examination gloves, powder free and latex 
free, extremely sensitive and resistant.
The micro textured surface ensures an optimal grip. 
Suitable for use in hospital. 
Packed in dispenser of 100. Medical device Class I. 
PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) cat III. EN455-EN374-AQL<1.5

NITRILE GLOVES - POWDER FREE
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COPOLYMER GLOVES COTTON GLOVES

LATEX FINGER COTS

COPOLYMER GLOVES ON PAPER
Examination gloves, elasticized, medium 
size, for gynaecological use. MD class 1.
• 25714 COPOLYMER GLOVES - non sterile
minimum order: 10 packs of 100 pieces = 1,000 pcs.

• 25709 COPOLYMER 
GLOVES - sterile
Sterilized by ETO. AQL <1.5 
Individually packed.
minimum order: pack of 100 pieces 

Standard
regular blue

4.9 g*

Veloforte
ice blue
3.5 g*

Zero
regular blue

3 g*

NITRILE GLOVES
NON STERILE (box of 100)

25680 25679 25415 Small - non sterile
25681 25683 25416 Medium - non sterile
25682 25684 25417 Large - non sterile

- - 25418 Extra large - non sterile
*Weight for single glove - medium size

White Size
Length 

cm
Weight 

g Minimum 
ordermin max min max

25864 Size 6.5 20 22 18 20 box of 10 pairs
25865 Size 7 21 23 19 21 box of 10 pairs
25866 Size 7.5 23 25 21 23 box of 10 pairs
25867 Size 8 24 26 23 25 box of 10 pairs
25868 Size 8.5 25 27 25 27 box of 10 pairs
25870 Mixed sizes box of 10* pairs

*1x size 6.5 and 8.5, 2x size 7 and 8, 4x size 7.5

• 25430 GLOVES DISPENSER
Holds a standard box of 100 gloves. It is made of unbreakable 
washable thermoplastic material. It can be easily hung to the 
wall (screw not included) and into ambulances in a vertical or 
horizontal position. It is made of two parts: the base, which is 
fi xed and the cover, which can be easily removed once the box 
of gloves needs to be replaced. 

GLOVES DISPENSER
Dimension: 
257x100xh 134 mm

Weight: 322 g

6.5 cm extra 
long cuff

Non sterile


